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Can anyone say they have never seen a Tacx bottle? Probably not. Based in the Netherlands we are an industry leading 
specialist, producing, and printing bottles for over 25 years. Renowned for outstanding high quality imprints, 

client relations and fast lead times. The collection is divided into the categories Eco, Lifestyle and Sport. Quite simply,  
there is a bottle with a message suitable for every occasion.

Moreover, we are consciously in line with today’s demand: we are not only increasingly aware of a healthy lifestyle,  
but we also focus on environmentally friendly products. The bottles are produced in an ethical manner under controlled 

conditions. For the development of our products, we are constantly searching for new raw materials that are greener, cleaner 
and are as environmentally friendly as possible. In Addition, to keep quality at a high level we continuously test, measure, 

and report all processes in our Sedex certified factory and ISO certified printing facility.

This might all sound very technical, but our goal is to make a positive contribution to the world 
with a sustainable product at a competitive price.

YOUR PARTNER IN PROMOTIONAL BOTTLES
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Tacx Sports bottle, the ultimate affordable promotional eye-catcher
Although we are all busier than ever, we all need to try to pursue a healthy lifestyle. Many Corporates promote this vigorously,  

after all a healthy team is a motivated team. You increasingly see that we are all encouraged to lead an active lifestyle; ride your bike to the 
office, participate in sports and basically do any kind of physical activities to improve your status of being in good health.  

A high quality branded Tacx sports bottle fits into the lifestyle perfectly. It’s not only a functional, fun, and reusable product to have,  
but also protects the environment from single use plastic.  

Check out the range

Sport Bottles
Used by millions to hydrate and quench thirst

Daiya & Shiva
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Make a bold statement by choosing the durable Daiya bottle. The diamond shaped cap for extra grip is 
certainly an eye catcher. The most prominent features include the leakproof one twist cap and the soft 
pull nozzle with a high flow water rate for instant hydration. To top it all off, the Daiya has an extra-large 
fill opening that makes it handy to refill and easy to clean, it is dish washer safe and BPA free.

Comes in a range of signature colours. Eco options available. Fits all bottle cages. 
100% recyclable. Refillable.

Daiya, the new Tacx bottle with an edgy look and feel

550ml

white transp. black 295646 4126 
 

magenta3308 873124 7620

Cap options

white white black

White                         Transparent                      Black

white black 295646 4126 

Pull lid options

magenta3308 873124 7620

Indicated PMS references do not reflect an exact colour match.

BUILD YOUR  
OWN CAP FOR  
THE PERFECT 

COMBINATION!
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3 Cap options500 & 750ml

1. Original screw cap

fluo
pink

white pearl transp. metallic 
grey

black 485
black

801 300 287 2685 6462915
transp.

4193

876 magenta 677 74773262 348 108 170 485 212375 151fluo
yellow

2665

2. Premium Shanti membrane cap

white 375 801 485black 151 806

440

3. XT extended pull lid

black

18-1411

3 screw cap options. Shiva original, also available in biodegradable material 
and 100% biobased made of sugarcane. Large area for full colour printing.

Shiva, iconic bottle with powerful design

white pearl transp. metallic 
grey

black
transp.

black

801 300 2872915
transp.

2665* 3262* fluo
yellow

375 108

151 485 212170* fluo
pink

7477 18-1411*677*

* While stocks lastIndicated PMS references do not reflect an exact colour match.
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Positive contribution to the Environment
We all recognize the fact that the world requires a collective effort to reduce its environmental impact. As a business, our goal is to 
make that difference, therefore we produce high quality durable bottles with a low carbon footprint that are also 100% recyclable. 

This massively contributes to the reduction of Single use plastics. To go one step further, as well as our original collection, we 
produce bottles made from ecofriendly raw materials such as bio-based polyethylene made from sugarcane and biodegradable 

polyethylene. In doing this, we are tackling the reduction of carbon emissions.  

Check out the range 

Daiya & Shiva O2
Daiya, Shiva & Fuse Bio

Eco Bottles
Biobased made from  
sugarcane  or biodegradable

https://bottlepromotions.com/nl/aanvraag-offerte/
https://bottlepromotions.com/bottle-creator/
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Daiya O2
550ml  

white

Shiva O2
500ml & 750ml 

white transp. black

NEW

295

Original screw cap Original screw cap

white white348 black 295

100% Biobased  
made from sugarcane
This bottle is made of 100% biobased material from 
sugarcane. From the residual sugarcane material, we 
process polyethylene that is used for our bottles.  
This process is much cleaner than the conventional 
methods and has a nice added benefit: as the sugarcane 
grows, it removes CO2 from the air.

Shiva Bio Fuse Bio
450ml 

transp. 

500ml & 750ml 

Original screw cap

white 348 black 4193646 876

This bottle is made of polyethylene with a bio-batch additive. This additive changes 
the molecular structure of the bottle. It has no effect on the use of the bottle until 
it reaches a landfill or is left in the forest. At the correct temperature, the biobatch 
activates and the bottle decomposes into water, humus, and gas. The whole 
composting process takes about one to five years. In nature this takes longer.

Daiya Bio
550ml 

Original screw cap

Biodegradable

NEW

white transp. black 646 4193 876 17-1310off-
white

white transp. black

white transp. black

Cap and fruit fusion 
stick are not bio, 
check the Fuse 
regular page for all 
cap colour options.

Indicated PMS references do not reflect an exact colour match.
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Lifestyle Bottles
Elegant bottle with fruit fusion option

The perfect way to add flavour and vitamins to your water
Drinking plenty of water is necessary but not always very exciting… so pimp your water 

by giving it a bit of flavour. The Tacx Fuse bottle can help you do that. 
The Fuse bottle is an elegant lifestyle bottle with a fruit fusion stick that you can use 

to pierce fruit or herbs onto in order to add flavour and vitamins to your water.

Check out the range

Fuse

https://bottlepromotions.com/nl/aanvraag-offerte/
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transp. white black

aqua 
transp.

blue
transp.

red 
transp.

Specials*

450ml

MIX AND MATCH 
BOTTLE AND CAP 

FOR THE PERFECT 
COMBINATION!

black white 7488 348 108 151 485 212 2665 2685285298

White

Anthracite (pms 440)

black white 298 285 7488 348 108 151 485 212 2665 2685

Fruit Fusion Stick, option

440 298 285 348 151 485 212 2665 2685 white

Cap options

Fuse, fruit fusion bottle
Most affordable fruit fusion bottle. Size suitable for children’s hands.  
Also available in 75% biodegradable material. Large area for full colour printing.

* While stocks lastIndicated PMS references do not reflect an exact colour match.

Standard range

450ml

Fuse 
transparent also 

available in  
Bio version

https://bottlepromotions.com/nl/aanvraag-offerte/
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Bottle cages StarLight bottle crate

Deva
Bottle cage featuring a unique 
cylindrical shape that ensures 
perfect clamping; has proven 
its worth many times over 
during cycling classics over 
cobblestones.

Various colour options

Ciro
Lightweight bottle cage 
(just 29 g) with slim shape 
and tight clamping. The glass 
fiber core makes it durable 
and structurally reliable.

Various colour options

Radar
This side load bottle cage is 
designed to fit small bike 
frames. Constructed from 
glass fiber compound for 
increased clamping force.

Only in black

Suitable for transporting up to 8 Shiva bottles of 500ml or 750ml and Daiya 550ml.

Available in black. Pantone match available from 500 pcs.

https://bottlepromotions.com/nl/aanvraag-offerte/
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File specifications
• Adobe Illustrator 8.0 or higher (eps or vector ai file)
• Adobe Photoshop 5.0 or higher (or Adobe in-Design)

Fonts
•  Mac user: please put the letter type in outline and  

send us the Fonts
• PC user: always change letters into outline

Print area
• Bidon 450ml: 195 x 140 mm
• Bidon 500ml: 235,5 x 100 mm
• Bidon 750ml: 235,5 x 100 mm & 235,5 x 29 mm  

(upper print area)
Distance between upper and lower part of imprint  
of the 750ml bottle is 95 mm (heart to heart print).

All-round printing
With an all-round print the beginning and end of the print  
area will come together at the back causing a blemish line.  
This must be accepted. As an alternative you can choose  
a 5mm opening.

Top print area 750ml bottles
When printing on the upper part of the 750ml bottle, the top 
print is considered additional printing colors. So, 2 colors above 
and 2 below means a total of 4 printing colors. 

Full colour process print: CMYK
It could be, that part of the design has to be made up in 
CMYK and an aditional spot colour. For example, text with  
a specific pantone colour. Therefore, to ensure your  
calculations are correct, please always send us the artwork  
to check the number of print colours required. 

Silk screen prints
For each print colour we make an individual screen.
We can print up to 12 colours. Our state of the art printing 
machine prints 6 colours in one production run.

Printing full colour 
When printing a multiple colour design, where the colours meet 
a 0,5 mm tolerance in closure must be accepted. When printing 
full colour process CMYK, the end result is mat, pixelated and 
can deviate from the visual proof. Our raster size is 34 dpi. 

Printing on coloured bottles
To print a pantone colour onto a coloured bottle, it’s necessary 
to print a white underlay first. No white underlay is required for 
grey tints, gold, silver and white. In some cases an outline is 
visible and has to be accepted. The white underlay is calculated 
as one extra print colour and one extra screen. If white is 
already part of the design, there is no extra white underlay 
required. If in doubt, please contact us for information.

Dark bottles + Top of Shanti cap
Dark bottles and the Shanti caps are unfortunately 
very sensitive to scratches and scuff marks. 
This must be accepted.

Templates
To create a design we have free templates available.

Tech info

Download templates 

https://bottlepromotions.com/nl/aanvraag-offerte/
https://bottlepromotions.com/bottle-creator/
https://bottlepromotions.com/templates/
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Bidons

Packaging
Bottle Content Amount Box size Weight

Fuse with fruit fusion 450ml 50 pcs. 33x33x47 cm 4,9 kg
Fuse 450ml 50 pcs. 33x33x47 cm 4,4 kg
Shanti 500ml 25 pcs. 39x39x22 cm 2.50 kg
Shanti 750ml 25 pcs. 39x39x27 cm 3.10 kg
Shiva 500ml 50 pcs. 39x39x40 cm 4.4 kg
Shiva 750ml 50 pcs. 39x39x52 cm 5.4 kg
Daiya 550ml 50 pcs. 39x39x40 cm 4.4 kg

Big pallet
Bottle Content Bottle/pallet Big pallet size

Fuse 450ml 2,100 pcs. 120x120x210 cm
Shanti 500ml 2,025 pcs. 120x120x220 cm
Shanti 750ml 1,575 pcs. 120x120x220 cm
Shiva & Daiya 500ml/550ml 2,250 pcs. 120x120x220 cm
Shiva 750ml 1,800 pcs. 120x120x220 cm

Small pallet (disposable pallets)
Bottle Content Bottle/pallet Small pallet size

Fuse 450ml 1,500 pcs. 80x120x215 cm
Shanti 500ml 1,350 pcs. 80x120x220 cm
Shanti 750ml 1,050 pcs. 80x120x220 cm
Shiva & Daiya 500ml/550ml 1,500 pcs. 80x120x220 cm
Shiva 750ml 1,200 pcs. 80x120x220 cm

Supplement for Europallet Euro 15,00 per pallet

Bottle size
Bottle Content Height Diameter Weight

Fuse with fruit fusion 450ml 230 mm 64 mm 90 grams
Fuse 450ml 230 mm 64 mm 80 grams
Shanti 500ml 202 mm 77 mm 90 grams
Shanti 750ml 257 mm 77 mm 115 grams
Shiva 500ml 196 mm 77 mm 75 grams
Shiva 750ml 250 mm 77 mm 95 grams
Daiya 550ml 196 mm 72 mm 75 grams

Per pallet size 120x120x220

135 pcs. packed in individual boxes
200 pcs. in bulk

StarLight in box

Box size = 36x26x21 cm
Weight = 880 grams

UPS

4 pcs. StarLight - 1 package wiht UPS
50 bottles 500ml & 750ml - 1 package with UPS

StarLight bottle crate

https://bottlepromotions.com/nl/aanvraag-offerte/
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Champions rely on Tacx bottles
We are a technical partner of many World Tour teams, Pro-continental teams, Continental teams 
and Women teams. It is this close relationship with professional cyclists that allows us to create 

the kind of products pros rely on.  
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Our bottles are 
BPA free 

Full color all 
round printing 

Food approved 2 weeks delivery Dishwasher safe 
up to 40 degrees 

Recyclable Made in the 
Netherlands

Refillable

Our USP’s 

https://bottlepromotions.com/nl/aanvraag-offerte/
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